SPEND MORE, SAVE MORE

SPEND $300 - $500* GET $50 VOUCHER

SPEND $500 - $1000* GET $100 VOUCHER

SPEND $1000 - $2000* GET $250 VOUCHER

SPEND OVER $2000* GET $600 VOUCHER

ON A COMBINATION OF THESE BELL PRODUCTS IN A SINGLE ORDER:

DITRAC | CONTRAC | DETEX* | RAMPAGE* | TRAPPER | PROTECTA | PROVOKE*

*SPEND AMOUNT DOES NOT INCLUDE GST. EXCLUDES PRIVATE LABEL PRINTED RODENT STATIONS. VOUCHERS WILL BE ISSUED AT THE END OF THE PROMOTIONAL PERIOD IN THE FORM OF A PREPAID VISA CARD

SYNGENTA COCKROACH & ANT GELS

BUY 5 SYNGENTA GELS* AND GET A $20 eGIFT CARD¹

BUY 10 SYNGENTA GELS* AND GET A $50 eGIFT CARD¹

* MUST BE IN A SINGLE TRANSACTION/ORDER ¹eGIFT CARD REDEEMABLE AT ALL MAJOR STORES

OFFERS END 31 OCTOBER 2018, OR UNTIL STOCKS LAST

www.globepestsolutions.com.au | 1800 244 300 | pestsales@globeaus.com.au